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Abstract

Timing margin (slack) needs to be carefully managed to
ensure a satisfactory timing yield. We propose a new de-
sign flow that combines a false-path-aware gate sizing and
a statistical-timing-driven clock scheduling algorithms to
maximize timing yield. Our gate sizing algorithm preserves
the true path lengths that may otherwise be altered by the
traditional gate sizing algorithms due to the presence of
false paths. The slack is then distributed to each path ac-
cording to its path delay uncertainty to maximize the timing
yield. Experimental results show that our flow achieves sig-
nificant timing yield improvements (> 20%) than a tradi-
tional flow for a subset of the benchmark circuits with little
or negligible area penalty.

1. Introduction
Device parameter variations can alter the expected per-

formance of each device in a circuit, thus affecting the tim-
ing yield substantially. In the past, yield issues were usu-
ally addressed by improving the manufacturing processes.
However, this approach is no longer sufficient in deep sub-
micron technologies. New design methodologies must be
able to incorporate statistical timing analysis to address the
yield issues [1]. Although statistical timing analysis tech-
niques have been studied for more than a decade [2], rel-
atively little research has utilized the statistical timing in-
formation for designs. In fact it is not even clear how se-
riously the traditional circuit design techniques impact the
yield and how to combine the statistical timing information
into current design flows to improve the timing yield. Be-
low we describe the qualitative impacts of gate sizing and
clock scheduling on the yield, before delving into the de-
tails of this paper.

∗ This work was partially funded by National Science Foundation under
grants CCR-0093309 & CCR-0204468 and National Science Council
of Taiwan, R.O.C. under grant NSC 92-2218-E-002-030.

Conventional gate sizing for area and power minimiza-
tion can have negative impact on yield as follows. Conven-
tional sizing methods minimize the area and power con-
sumption of a circuit by reducing the gate sizes while satis-
fying the path delay constraints. As a result, the number of
combinational paths, that are close to the critical delay, in-
creases. This, in turn, changes the path delay distributions
and increase the cumulative timing violation probability.

More recently, clock scheduling has been proposed as a
common performance optimization technique for sequen-
tial circuits [3, 4]. However, higher clock frequency also re-
sults in more timing critical paths and higher probability
of timing failure. Several attempts [5, 6] were made to im-
prove the timing yield by finding a clock schedule that min-
imizes the number of paths with small slacks. None of these
works take statistical timing information into consideration
and their results are not verified against any yield model.

It is well known that a large portion of the structural
paths in a common circuit are functionally unsensitizable
(false) paths [7]. Previous works on gate sizing and clock
scheduling also do not consider the impacts of false paths
and their results may not be optimal in terms of yield.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we propose a high level design flow that combines a
statistical-timing enhanced clock scheduling algorithm and
a new false-path-aware gate sizing algorithm. The gate siz-
ing algorithm is formulated and the heuristics for applying it
to sequential circuits are proposed in section 3. In section 4,
we propose a statistical-timing-driven clock scheduling al-
gorithm. Section 5 shows the benefits of the proposed de-
sign flow for area and yield on ISCAS89 and ITC99 bench-
mark circuits, and section 6 concludes this work.

2. High Level Design Flow
A typical design flow of a sequential circuit consists of

three stages, namely architecture definition, design imple-
mentation, and design optimization. In the first stage, the
architecture is defined and each functional unit is allocated
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Figure 1. Path delay distributions before and
after (a) traditional gate sizing, and (b) false-
path-aware gate sizing.
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Figure 2. High level design flow

a timing budget based on its complexity. A clock sched-
ule is determined based on the timing budgets of all units.
In the second stage, an initial design of each unit is com-
pleted while keeping in mind that it meets its timing budget.
In the third stage, area and power optimization techniques,
such as gate sizing, are performed on each unit without in-
creasing its longest path delay.

In the traditional design flow, often only structural paths
are paid attention to in stages 2 and 3. However, gate sizing
without considering false paths can have serious impact on
performance and timing yield. Figure 1(a) shows the path
delay distribution for a circuit before and after the gate siz-
ing in a conventional design flow. When the longest true
path is shorter than the longest structural path, a traditional
gate sizing algorithm will size down the gates (or skip re-
peater insertions) on the true paths to reduce area and power.
This can cause the true path delay distribution to shift to the
right. For high performance designs this will cause a signifi-
cant performance degradation and will require serious man-
ual ramifications to fix the timing problems. However, false-
path-aware gate sizing will not increase the longest true
path delay as illustrated in figure 1(b). Thus, preventing the
costly engineering-change-orders (ECOs). Therefore, false

paths must be identified and considered early on in the gate
sizing step, rather than during the timing analysis step.

Also, traditional design flows do not utilize the statisti-
cal timing information to determine the clock schedule. To
maximize the timing yield, the clock schedule should be
determined based on the statistical timing information. In
particular the slacks should be distributed to each path ac-
cording to its delay uncertainty. Since gate sizing changes
the path delay distributions, an optimization method for
sequential circuits must perform statistical timing analy-
sis and clock scheduling in each gate sizing iteration for
yield estimation. However, false-path-aware statistical tim-
ing analysis and clock scheduling can be a bottle neck if
used in the inner loop of the optimization.

The design flow proposed in Figure 2 breaks the opti-
mization into two separate steps. The differences between
our flow and a traditional flow are that we use a false-path-
aware gate sizing algorithm, and the clock schedule is deter-
mined after gate sizing is completed thus avoiding costly it-
erations of the processes. Details of false-path-aware gate
sizing and statistical-timing-driven clock scheduling are
provided in sections 3 and 4, respectively.

3. False-Path-Aware Gate Sizing
In this section, we describe the false-path-aware gate

sizing method for sequential circuits. Our formulation is
based on the work by Chen et al. [8], which utilizes the La-
grangian relaxation method. Heuristics to apply false-path-
aware gate sizing on sequential circuits are also proposed.
Finally, we describe a linearized formulation that is used in
this paper for false path aware gate sizing.

3.1. Problem formulation

Let di be the delay of gatei and assume the gate size
is inversely proportional to the gate delay, the false-path-
aware gate sizing problem can be formulated as follows.

(GS) min.

n∑

i=1

1
di

(1)

s.t.
∑

i∈p

di ≤ A0 ∀p ∈ P − F (2)

Li ≤ di ≤ Ui i = 1 . . . n (3)

WhereA0 is the target delay,P is a set of all possible paths,
andF is a set of all false paths. The constraint (3) limits the
lower and upper bound of the gate delays. By solving the
above optimization problem, the gate delaydi will be in-
creased until it reachesUi, or the delay of some path pass-
ing through gatei reachesA0.

Consider the circuit in figure 3 with two false paths,
< 8, 7, 5, 3, 2, 1 > and< 9, 7, 5, 3, 2, 1 >. Let Li = 1, i =
1 . . . 7, andA0 = 5, a conventional sizing method will as-
sign a delay of 1 to all the gates on< 7, 5, 3, 2, 1 >. How-
ever, if the two false paths are identified, we can remove the
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Figure 3. Circuit with false path

corresponding path delay constraints from (2). Note that af-
ter removing the constraints on false paths, gate7 can have
longer delay (smaller gate size) since the path< 7, 5, 1 >
is the only sensitizable path through gate7.

False path can be identified by sensitization criteria [9].
To verify the sensitizability of a given path, transitions on
the target paths are assigned and maximal implication is
performed on the circuit. If the on-path signal has transi-
tion from non-controlling values to controlling values, all
the off path signals(side inputs) for that node must have
non-controlling value. If maximal implication of such as-
signment has conflict, the target path is considered as false
path since the on-path signal cannot be propagated.

3.2. Gate sizing for sequential circuits

In a sequential circuit with clock scheduling, the max-
imum feasible path delay for the paths between a pair of
flip-flops depends on the clock schedule. Moreover, the to-
tal number of path delay constraints for a large sequential
circuit can be prohibitive. To address these two issues, we
propose two heuristic based solutions that lead to optimal
or near optimal solution. We also discuss implementation
problem and the solution adopted by us in this section.

3.2.1. Pair-wise sizingWe provide a divide-and-conquer
heuristic to applyGS to sequential circuits. First,GS is ap-
plied to each pair of FFs separately. For each pair of FFs,
the fan-out cone of PI and the fan-in cone of PO are ex-
tracted, and only the gates that are in the cone intersection
are targeted for sizing. This approach is desired especially
when the timing budget between each pair of FFs are dif-
ferent due to clock scheduling. Since a gate can belong to
the cone intersections of multiple FF pairs, more than one
gate delay could be assigned for the same gate. In this case,
the minimum delay will be assigned to avoid creating paths
with setup time violations. Although this heuristic is sub-
optimal, experimental results show that it still generate rel-
atively good results.

3.2.2. Longest K-path based sizingFrom the experi-
ments we find that most of the benchmark circuits have rea-
sonable number of true paths. For these circuits,GS can be
directly applied for gate sizing. However, some pairs of FFs
do have exponential number of true paths in their cone in-
tersections. In those cases, only theK longest true paths are
extracted. Since this does not guarantee that the setup time

constraints for all the true paths will be satisfied, the de-
lay of the longest true path after sizing is checked for
setup time violation. If any timing violation exists,K is in-
creased and the circuit is re-sized.

3.2.3. Linearized implementation for gate sizingThus,
sizing implementation has four levels of computational
complexities: 1) determination of false paths, 2) sizing con-
sidering all possible pairs, 3) sizing while meeting con-
straints for all possible true paths, and 4) non-linearity of
the optimization problem. While implementing the siz-
ing method in this paper, we identify false paths using
the sensitization criteria and maximum implications de-
scribed in section 3.1. We indeed consider all possible pairs
of FFs for gate sizing but we limit the value of K (longest
true paths) to be less than 1000. We find this value of K to
be sufficient to generate feasible sizings and keep the prob-
lem size small. Finally, instead of solving the non-linear
optimization problemGS that minimizes

∑n
i=1

1
di

, we con-
vert it to linear optimization that maximized the function∑n

i=1 di. Note that this change is made only to con-
tain the computational complexity.

4. Statistical Timing and Clock Scheduling

Clock scheduling determines the slacks of each path and
hence the timing yield. To improve the timing yield, slacks
should be assigned to each path according to its timing un-
certainty. To achieve this, we first need to obtain the statisti-
cal longest and shortest path delay information. Since both
gate sizing and false paths can affect the path delay distri-
butions, it is necessary to perform false-path-aware statisti-
cal timing analysis after gate sizing.

The longest (shortest) path delay distribution is largely
determined by the first few structural longest (shortest) true
paths. Therefore, we combine the path sensitizability al-
gorithm in section 3.1 with a depth-first path enumeration
algorithm to efficiently find the K-longest (shortest) true
paths. Our path enumeration algorithm starts fromPI to
PO and uses the expected longest (shortest) delay from a
node toPO to guide the depth-first-search. A dynamic de-
lay path tree (DPT) is used to record the sensitizable and
un-sensitizable partial path information. Once a partial path
is found un-sensitizable, all its descendants will not be enu-
merated. Therefore, our algorithm enumerates the true paths
according to their path delays without explicitly listing all
structural paths. The path information is then fed to a path-
based statistical timer to obtain the mean values (µ(·)) and
standard deviations (σ(·)) of the longest and shortest path
delays,Dij anddij , betweenFFi andFFj . With the sta-
tistical information, the constraint formulation is as follows.
LetTi andTj be the clock arrival times ofFFi andFFj , re-
spectively, and letCP be the clock period. Further, let the
hold-time and setup-time slacks beλh andλs. The the hold-



Traditional sizing + Prop F.-P.-A. sizing + fp-Prop
Circuits Yield Area Ratio Yield Area Ratio

b05s 0.319 617 71.5% 0.999 663 76.7%
b06 0.557 41 95.6% 0.557 41 95.6%
b07s 0.675 306 84.6% 0.677 306 84.6%
b10 0.628 145 93.4% 0.628 145 93.4%
b11s 0.716 339 77.6% 0.958 359 82.1%
b12 0.659 808 89.4% 0.762 815 90.1%
b13s 0.269 237 89.0% 0.269 237 89.0%
s1488 0.512 555 84.9% 0.512 555 84.9%
s5378 0.429 2716 97.7% 0.429 2716 97.7%

s9234.1 0.493 4837 86.4% 0.493 4837 86.4%
s15850.1 0.922 9086 93.0% 0.946 9190 94.0%
s35932 0.440 12929 80.5% 0.923 13118 81.7%
s38417 0.554 18765 84.6% 0.811 18789 84.7%

s38584.1 0.849 17672 91.8% 0.849 17677 91.8%

Table 1. Comparisons on timing yield.

time constraint is:

Ti + µ(dij) > Tj + σ(dij)λh. (4)

The setup-time constraint is:

Ti + µ(Dij) + σ(Dij)λs < Tj + CP. (5)

Note in the above the hold-time and setup-time slacks,λh

and λs, are normalized with the path delay uncertainties,
and these should be maximized to maximize the timing
yield. After optimization, paths with larger path delay un-
certainties will obtain larger absolute slacks (σ ·λ). The con-
straints (4) (5) are linear and the optimization problem can
be solved using an efficient algorithm [6] with slight modifi-
cations. We refer to the traditional clock scheduling scheme
(σ , 1) asPropand our scheme asfp-Prop.

5. Experimental Results
We applied our design flow on two sequential bench-

mark suites: ISCAS89 and ITC99. Timing yields are ob-
tained by Monte Carlo simulations that consider only true
path delays to reflect the true timing yields. Instead of mod-
eling process variations, such as channel length and thresh-
old voltage variations, separately, we assume they all mani-
fest themselves into gate delay variations, and all logic gates
have an initial gate delay as a Gaussian distribution,(µ, σ),
of (1, 0.15). Path delay uncertainties are approximated by√

n σ, wheren is the number of gates on a path.
Table 1 shows the results using traditional gate sizing fol-

lowed byPropclock scheduling, and using false-path-aware
gate sizing andfp-Prop clock scheduling. In this table all
columns are self explanatory except the columns marked
“Ratio” which provide the ratios of circuit area after gate
sizing as compared to the circuit area before gate sizing.
We can draw the following three major conclusions:

1. The design flow proposed by us in this paper achieves
significantly better timing yields (> 20%) than the tra-

ditional flow for five benchmark circuits with less than
5% area overhead.

2. Traditional gate sizing has serious (adverse) timing
yield impact on the circuits b05s, s35932 and s38417,
due to the effects illustrated in figure 1. Our new de-
sign flow only has little or no adverse impact on the
timing yields of these circuits.

3. For b13s, s1488, s5378 and s9234.1, both the tradi-
tional flow and our flow cause significant timing yield
degradations. This can be improved by performing the
gate sizing and clock scheduling iteratively.

6. Conclusion
We propose to improve the timing yields by performing

false-path-aware gate sizing and statistical-timing-driven
clock scheduling. Experimental results demonstrate the ver-
satility of our algorithms. Our design flow can also be used
in an iterative optimization framework for further timing
yield improvements.
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